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ABSTRACT

Complex information systems operate with increasing degrees of autonomy. Consequently, such systems should not only optimize for simple metrics (like clicks and views) that reflect the system provider’s preferences but also consider norms or rules, as well as the preferences of other agents that are affected by the system’s actions. As a means to achieve such behavior, we propose the design and development of empathic agents that use a mixed rule/utility-based approach when deciding on how to act, considering both their own and others’ utility functions. The agents make use of formal argumentation to reach an agreement on how to act in case of inconsistent beliefs. A promising domain for applying our empathic agents is recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern information systems are increasingly autonomous in their decision-making processes. Consequently, autonomous decision-making processes have a growing impact on individuals and society as a whole. However, these processes are often designed to primarily serve the interests of the system provider [6]. For example, recommender systems are typically optimized for simple metrics—like clicks and views—that are proxies for the interests of the system provider and largely ignore the impact on the end-users. In the recommender system community, it is a well-established challenge to provide recommendations that form “an optimal solution to meet the needs of both the users and the system designers” [13]. From a more generic perspective, one can hence derive the challenge of designing rational agents that make trade-offs between their own utility functions (or preferences) and the utility functions of other agents in their environment, while ideally also considering generally applicable norms; i.e., these agents neither act in pure self-interest, nor in a fully collaborative mode. Further scenarios that face this type of challenge are, for example, healthcare scenarios, in which information systems make health-related decisions that can potentially be in conflict with the will of the affected individual(s) and traffic situations, in which static rules are insufficient for resolving conflicts between (potentially autonomous) traffic participants.

2 PROPOSED APPROACH

To address the problem introduced above, we propose developing agents that use a hybrid rule-based (normative) and utility-based (consequentialistic) approach when determining their actions and take into account not only their own utility but also the utility of other agents in their environment. We call these agents empathic, based on Coplan’s definition of empathy as “a process through which an observer simulates another’s situated psychological states, while maintaining clear self–other differentiation” [3]. The definition resembles the established psychological concept of theory of mind [9], which has recently gained the attention of artificial intelligence researchers (e.g. [12]).

Our research is intended to range from developing theoretical concepts, over the design of software frameworks for implementing the proposed concepts, to the empirical evaluation of the concepts in human-computer interaction studies. As a relevant domain for applied research contributions, we have identified recommender systems. The empathic agent approach could help solve the aforementioned challenge of mitigating conflicts of interests between users and system providers. A multi-agent approach, in which users and system providers are represented by agents and that uses the empathic agent concept as an agreement technology interface between these agents, could be employed to mitigate this problem.

We ask the following overall research questions:

- How can a basic definition of an empathic agent agreement algorithm be formalized? (Q1)
- How can the empathic agent algorithm be enhanced to deal with inconsistent beliefs and subjective information? (Q2)
- What software engineering abstractions can enable the application of the empathic agent concept? (Q3)
- How can the empathic agent concept be applied to the recommender systems domain? (Q4)
- Does the empathic agent concept provide usability advantages that can be confirmed in an empirical human-computer interaction study? (Q5)

As discussed by Sunstein, system providers could be incentivized to implement solutions that compromise between their own interests and the interests of the end-users—or society at large—by consumer choice (assuming consumers will prefer services that consider their long-term interests) or by force to do so by government regulation.

It is planned to provide such abstractions as open-source libraries/frameworks.
3 PROGRESS

So far, we have worked towards research questions Q1, Q2, and Q3. We have established preliminary theoretical foundations for empathic agents that use a mixed rule-/utility-based approach to resolve conflicts of interests with other agents [7].

The empathic agent core framework can be summarized as follows:

- In an environment $n$ empathic agents $\{A_0, \ldots, A_n\}$ interact. In the core framework, we assume the environment is fully observable. At a specific point in time each agent can execute a set of actions $Acts_i := \{Act_i^0, \ldots, Act_i^n\}$. We assume the agents act simultaneously.
- Each agent $A_i$ has a utility function $u_i$ that maps all possible action combination to a numeric value: $u_i := Acts_0 \times \ldots \times Acts_n \rightarrow \{null, -\infty, \infty\}$. In addition to the utility functions, the agents refer to a set of acceptability rules. An acceptability rule $Acc_i$ determines whether a set of actions is acceptable for an agent $A_i$: $Acc_i := Acts_0 \times \ldots \times Acts_n \rightarrow \{null, true, false\}$. Note that the null value as the output of utility and acceptability functions must only be used for action combinations that are practically impossible, i.e. when actions are mutually exclusive.
- A conflict of interests between the agents exists if there is no equilibrium strategy that is acceptable and maximizes the utility of all agents.
- If no conflict exists, the agents execute the actions that maximize their own utility; otherwise, the agents find the acceptable equilibrium strategy that provides maximal own utility. If no such strategy exists, the agents execute the actions that maximize shared utility3. In some cases, empathic agents will consider multiple action sets as feasible. Given all agents implement the same deterministic empathic agent algorithm, the agents can then execute the first set in the list of possible action sets the algorithm returns.

We enhanced the empathic agents concept to allow for the use of an argumentation approach (i.e., Dung’s abstract argumentation with maximal ideal semantics [4]) to synchronize inconsistent beliefs about acceptability rules [8]. As a proof-of-concept, we implemented the argumentation-enabled empathic agents using the agent development framework Jason in a recommender system scenario. To enable the agents to argue, we created a Jason extension that allows the agents to resolve argumentation frameworks4.

4 RELATED WORK

While our empathic agent is grounded in existing research on game theory and agreement technologies5, its placement at the intersection of mixed-motive and fully cooperative games limits the body of existing similar research. Still, conceptual comparisons to some existing works are possible. For example, the persuasive agents approach proposed by Black and Atkinson [2] is similar to our concept in that their agent makes use of formal argumentation techniques and attempts to model the other agent’s preferences. However, their agent maintains a model of the preferences of others purely for persuasive purposes and does not attempt to compromise between its own preferences and the preferences of others. Consequently, a rigid theoretical comparison to alternative approaches in regards to properties like computational complexity, as well as an evaluation based on established benchmarks do not seem to be possible. The lack of comprehensive comparability implies that a thorough practice-oriented assessment of the proposed concept is necessary and hence motivates our plan to evaluate empathic agents in a human-computer interaction study.

5 FUTURE WORK

To extend the theoretical foundations of the developed empathic agent approach and to further advance its applicability, we plan to conduct the following research:

- Provide a Markovian perspective on our developed agent that adds a temporal perspective to the problem in focus. (Q1) It can be expected that a formalization of empathic agents as (multi-agent) Markov decision processes will highlight challenges in regards to the complexity of the problem (large state space that grows exponentially with the number of agents involved in the scenario).

- Improve the agent’s ability to handle incomplete and subjective information and enable it to learn. (Q2) In particular, the capabilities of empathic agents to reach consensus in case of inconsistent/subjective beliefs as introduced in our previous work [8] is planned to be enhanced by employing value-based [1] and possibilistic [11] argumentation approaches. Moreover, an inverse reinforcement learning perspective (c.f. [10]) on the Markovian approach can be developed.

- Develop frameworks and libraries that enable the application in real-world scenarios. (Q3, Q4) Considering complexity constraints, it makes sense to first focus on providing engineering abstractions for the recommender system domain, which allows for relatively simple models of environment and users/agents.

- Evaluate empathic agents empirically in a recommender system scenario. (Q5) A first evaluation can utilize multi-agent simulations. Later, a human-computer interaction study can assess the usefulness of empathic agents for improving an application’s user experience.
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